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Summary

Introduction

We report preliminary results from a four-day coordinated multiwavelength campaign on the blazar Mkn 421 in January 2019, in
which we obtained simultaneous 0.6–7 keV X-ray data from
AstroSAT, TeV data from First G-APD Cherenkov Telescope
(FACT), and BVRI photometry with Whole Earth Blazar Telescope
(WEBT). Here, we present preliminary results from this campaign,
concentrating on the X-ray and TeV timing as well as X-ray
spectra. The campaign caught the source in an intermediate Xray/TeV flux state. The X-ray continuum is variable on timescales
of hours, as expected; intra-X-ray cross correlations yield
evidence for the 0.6–0.8 keV band to lead the other bands by an
average of 4.6 ± 2.6 ks, but only during the first half of the
observation. Fractional variability amplitude increases with energy
across the X-ray band, consistent with previous results. X-ray
time-resolved spectral fitting reveals the common hardening when
brightening behavior. Our campaign did not catch any correlated
X-ray/TeV variability. In our forthcoming paper, we will discuss the
variability results in the context of various models, and
considering constraints on cell volume filling factors.

Campaign Attributes

In highly-peaked BL Lacs (HBLs), X-rays & TeVs probe the highest-energy electrons: X-ray/TeV correlations over
timescales of days/weeks/months, usually at zero lag, are typical (e.g., Krawczynski et al. 2002, Rebillot et al. 2006,
Aleksić et al. 2015, Ahnen et al. 2016). Combined with SED modeling, such correlations generally support one-zone
synchrotron self-Compton (SSC) scenarios (e.g., Acciari et al. 2011, Aleksić et al. 2012), though hadronic models may
also be relevant (Böttcher et al. 2013).
Meanwhile, optical to TeV/X-ray correlations are much less common; the optical band probes lower electron energies
and likely has a higher volume filling factor than X-ray/TeV-emitting particles. Some campaign results thus support
multiple compact regions, e.g., two-zone SSC models (e.g., Aleksić et al 2015, Baloković et al. 2016). An additional
complication is the occasional observation of TeV or X-ray orphan flares in Mkn 421 (and other HBLs, e.g., Acciari et al.
2011, 2020), which mandate either fine-tuning of SSC models or alternate models such as a spine/sheath configuration
(Ghisellini et al. 2005),
We organized a coordinated multi-wavelength campaign in X-rays, TeV, and optical/NIR occurring in January 2019, and
using AstroSat, First G-APD Cherenkov Telescope (FACT) and the Whole Earth Blazar Telescope (WEBT), respectively.
Our choice of target was the HBL Mkn 421; it is usually bright in the optical, X-ray, & TeV bands, and with known rapid (<
1–2 days) variability in X-ray and TeV. This was a campaign planned in advance, and not organized in response to any
target of opportunity alert.
Our science goals were to build up a more complete physical picture of the jet. We aimed to measure variability
amplitudes to explore volume-filling factors of emitters, as well as to explore short-term interband correlations to
determine coherence fractions and improve SSC models, including determining if multiple emission zones exist. We had
also intended to explore SED variability to constrain variability in the electron energy distribution, though the data were
not sufficiently restrictive.

•

AstroSat observed Mkn 421 continuously from
2019 Jan. 10 at ~8 UT to 2019 Jan. 14, ~19 UT (67
orbits), We use data from the Soft X-ray Telescope
(SXT) and Large Area Xenon Proportional Counters
(LAXPC).

•

The First G-APD Cherenkov Telescope (FACT;
Anderhub et al. 2013) is an imaging atmospheric
Cherenkov telescope located at La Palma, Canary
Islands, Spain. FACT is regularly monitoring Mkn
421. During this campaign, Mkn 421 was observed
for ~6 hours every night for five nights (2019 Jan.
10 to 2019 Jan. 14) above 0.7 TeV.

•

The Whole Earth Blazar Telescope network
covered the source from 2019 Jan. 9–14 in V, B, R,
and I bands; WEBT data and contributions will be
presented in future publications.

•

The campaign caught the source in an intermediate
flux state (F(0.6–6 keV) = 5.8 × 10–10 erg cm—2 s—1 ~
17.3 mCrb; F (0.7–5 TeV) ~ 2.4×10–11 erg cm—2 s—1)

X-ray Variability
•

SXT X-ray sub-band light curves within the 0.6–7 keV
band are plotted to the right. Variability down to one
satellite orbit (98 min) is detected.

•

We verified that the quasi-sinusoid-like trend is intrinsic
to the source, and not an artifact associated with satellite
pointing, South Atlantic Anomaly passage and charged
particle background, or telescope operational
parameters.

•

Variability amplitude F_var (Vaughan et al. 2003)
increases monotonically with photon energy; we find
F_var(E) proportional to E^(0.26±0.02). This result is
qualitatively consistent with previous results on HBLs'
broad-band variability, in which F_var is observed to
increase with energy within each SED hump and within
the X-ray band (Ulrich et al 1997, Giebels et al. 2007,
Baloković et al. 2016, Schleicher et al. 2019).

•

Our result is consistent with having relatively smaller
emitting volumes or higher relativstic velocity dispersion
of emitting regions towards higher electron energies, at
least for the X-ray-emitting populations.

Intra-X-ray Correlations

AstroSat SXT X-ray sub-band lightcurves, showing variability detected
down to timescales of 6 ks (one satellite orbit)

Fitting X-ray Flares

Variability amplitude F_var increases monotonically
with energy across the X-ray band.

•

Previous X-ray lag measurements in Mkn 421
have yielded a range of results: some flares yield
zero-lag correlations; others show leads/lags up
to a few ksec (e.g., Takahashi et al. 1996,
Takahashi et al. 2000, Tanihata et al. 2001,
Sembay et al. 2002, Ravasio et al. 2004, Lichti et
al. 2008).

•

Here, cross-correlation analysis yields that the
0.6–0.8 keV band leads the other bands by an
average of 4.6 ± 2.6 ks, though only during the
first half of the observation. For those relevant
electrons, the acceleration timescale likely
dominates slightly during the first half of the
campaign.

•

For other waveband combinations, no lags are
detected.

Time-Resolved X-ray
Spectral Fits

•

We divided each sub-band light curve
into four separate flares, each one
encompassing a rise and a decay, with
Flare 1 starting at T=67 ks, and Flare 4
ending at T=360 ks.

•

For each separate flare, we removed
the baseline ``slope'' by subtracting a
linear trend connecting the end
points, then fit a model following

Spectral fits to the time-averaged and time-resolved
(orbitally-binned) 0.6–6 keV SXT and 3–7 keV LAXPC
data.

•

•

•

t_peak, t_rise, t_decay, and A denote,
respectively, the time of peak flux, the
flux-doubling and -halving timescales,
and flare amplitude.

For all spectra, mild curvature across the X-ray
bandpass is modeled well by either a broken powerlaw model or a log-parabolic model. The best fit
broken power-law model to the time-averaged
spectrum yielded photon indices below/above the
break Γ1 = 2.211 ± 0.005 and Γ2 = 2.94±0.131,
respectively, with a break energy of 4.8 ± 0.2 keV.

•

In the time-resolved fits, both Γ1 and Γ2, as well as
the slope in the log-parabola fit, track the
commonly-observed harder-when-brighter behavior

•

Flares 1 and 2 are more symmetric
towards relatively softer energies only
(t_decay and t_rise are similar);
towards harder energies, t_decay
increases and t_rise decreases.

•

No evidence for saturation of photon index at high
or low fluxes, nor any evidence for hysteresis,
during our campaign.

•

Flares 3 and 4 each proceed in
relatively achromatic fashion.

Time-resolved spectral fits to the orbitally-binned AstroSat
SXT + LAXPC data, using a broken power-law model, yields
the commonly-observed “harder when brighter” behavior.

Fits to each of the four X-ray flares, in each of the sub-band light curves. Rise and decay
timescales (in units of ks) are embedded in each panel. In Flares 1 & 2, rise times are shorter
and decay times are longer towards higher energies; Flares 3 & 4 are more achromatic.

Comparing TeV & X-ray Variability
•

The campaign did not capture much long-term variability (night-to-night, or
timescales of a few days) in either the X-ray or TeV bands.

•

We compared near-simultaneous X-ray and TeV fluxes in the plot to the far
right; different colors denote the four overlapping FACT/AstroSat viewing
windows for each of the four nights. No robust evidence for a strong TeV/Xray correlation during our campaign, either across all four nights nor within
any one night.

Overplot of mean-normalized FACT TeV light curve points, binned to 60
minutes (purple data points), and SXT X-ray count rate (solid lines).

Additional Work In Progress
•

Reduction of the multi-band optical photometry from
WEBT is currently underway.

•

We will explore optical/X-ray/TeV interband variability,
and measure a new SED for our campaign.

•

We are also in the process of conducting simulations
to assess the impact of periodic gaps in the X-ray
light curves (due to Earth occultation every satellite
orbit) on the measured intra-X-ray lags.

•

Stay tuned for final results, to be presented in our
forthcoming paper!

Near-simultaneous TeV flux and X-ray count rates; the four
colors denote the four FACT viewing nights that overlapped
with the AstroSat observation.
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